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An Exploration of Angels
Around Us

What are angels to you? Walking through artist Suzie Hartford's exhibit you will 
experience a motivating and enchanting expression of different  forms of precious 
angel wings. "Angels Are Around Us" exhibit is full of unique hand sculpted angel 

wings that were created with no limitations on what angles can look like. Suzie 
Hartford's angel wings are made up of mixed media materials to create a magical 

scene of sculpted genuine angel wings. 

Angels Are Around Us exhibit will have large, medium and small angel 
wings throughout the exhibit. Suzie loves to sculpt astonishing and 

breathtaking large 5ft to 7ft tall angel wings. The large angel wings are to 
express her larger than life gratitude in having angels around us. She also 
offers medium angel wings in approximately 2ft and 3ft angel wings. The 

medium wings are typically made up of broken and shattered glass. Suzie 
also introduces a new shape of her smaller wings each year. The smaller 

angel wings are typically 1.5ft tall. There are currently four different styles in 
the 1.5ft tall angel wings. As you journey through this exhibit you will 

experiance different and unique styles, sizes and designs of angel wings. 
Throughout the exhibit you will also see Suzie Hartford Love Blocks. Her 
popular blocks are made of broken glass that are in the shape of hearts, 
wings and more. These angel wings are not what you have typically seen 
before. Some wings are covered in roses, some are made of broken tea 

cups and all of them are unique in their own way. 

Suzie Hartford started sculpting angel wings after a life changing event 
when she felt and saw there were many angels around, living and in spirit. 

She continues to sculpt angel wings to explore and share her personal 
feelings. Suzie's art work is dedicated to giving others love, gratitude, 

peace, and hope in their lives and into their homes.

Angels Are Around Us art exhibit by Suzie Hartford is a visual, emotional 
and spiritual journey that will have you searching deep in your heart and 

soul to bring to thought the angles that are around you. Join in on sharing 
heavenly feelings through the embodiment of angel wings. 

With love,

Phone: (604) 329-1357
Email: Suziehartfordart@gmail.com

Website: www.suziehartfordart@gmail.com
IG & FB Suzie Hartford Art
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Artistic Resume
Suzie Hartford 

 
During my life and studies at UFV I created art through many mediums, but it wasn’t until a moment in
my life where I saw the angels of God and felt a calling to give thanks in the form of sculpted wings. I

have found my forever passion in creating angel wings to express and share myself.
 

 My angel wings took off when I attend Vancouver RAW artists show. The show was a success and I
enjoyed it. I then showcased my work at the Charlene Reaveley Children’s Charity Gala, in

Vancouver at the Pacific Arts Market and Carousel on Dunbar. I was thrilled to be working further
with stores and galleries such as Hudson's Bay Queen Toronto, Surrey Art Gallery Rentals,

Coquitlam Heritage Exhibit, Favorite Finds Maple Ridge and more! I am also a new and emerging
artist with the Canadian Counsel for the Arts. 

 
 I am ecstatic to share my expression of love to audiences through my artwork.

 Education

Work Experience and Exhibits
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I hand make angel wings to use as my canvas. I am a mixed
media sculpture artist who has found a unique style of work.

The different mediums I use allow me to express different ideas
through a multitude of textures that explore my diverse feelings
about angels. My wings are a unique representation of myself

that offer others to see my feelings and explore their own
feelings of love, peace and light through the unique form of

angel wing.

 I believe artwork is a powerful method in displaying and
distributing emotions. I am passionate about my belief that

Angels are around us in all different forms. My work is a love
and life story about the feelings I have in my soul.    

Maple Ridge, BC
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Email: Suziehartfordart@gmail.com
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Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Weight 60lb Together
Height 68in Together
Width 63in Together

Price $3,500
 

These wings are made of beautiful bone china that Suzie has turned into a mosaic. She added tea roses, a deck of heart cards and
other final touches to this beautiful set. This set was inspired when Suzie saw the quote from Alice in wonderland, "Sometimes I

believed in as many as six impossible things before breakfast’’
Suzie Hartford  

 

The Tea Cup Wings

LARGE SETS#1#1
STAND'STAND'



Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Weight 40lb Together
Height 66in Together
Width 55in Together

Price $ 3,700
 

The Thorn has dozens of hand made clay roses and vines. The roses are interwoven within the sparkling dusty rose angel wing
feathers. This set was inspired by the smaller version of Suzie's 2019 The Thorn angel wings. We may go through difficult times in

our lives that leave thorns in our hearts but like a rose there is still beauty that grows. 
Behind the difficult times and good times we always have angels in our lives.

Suzie Hartford 
 
 

The Thorn

LARGE SETS#2#2
STAND'STAND'



Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

 
Weight lb together
Height 18in each

Width 64in Together
Price: $475.00

 
The Majestic wings are typically made in a white feathered style or crushed glass.
This set of wings come with a complimenting signature crown. This style can be

hung spread out or downward. Crushed and broken glass is a theme in my work that
represents brokenness that is made whole, new and beautiful.

 

The Majesty Wings with crown

MEDIUM SET
#3#3

STAND'STAND'



Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Weight 14lb together
Height 37in each
Width 17in each
Price $699.00

 
The Reflection is made of mixed media including broken glass. The broken

glass has been carefully placed to create a glass mosaic. 

The Reflection

MEDIUM SET#4#4

ALSO ONALSO ON
STAND'STAND'



Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Every year Suzie Hartford comes out with a new hand made design of angel wings. She has now
been creating wings for four years and uses these four shapes to offer her clients a variety of

styles. Custom colors are welcome but her pearl white is classic and best seller.
 

Four styles of 1.5ft wings

4 SMALL SETS



Weight 9lb together
Height 20in each
Width 10in each

Price $150
 
 

The Devine Wings

Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

The Resting Wings

The Riyon Wings

The Celio Wings

Weight 9lb together
Height 19in each
Width 18in each

Price $150
 
 

Weight 9lb together
Height 18in each
Width 20in each

Price $150
 
 

Weight 9lb together
Height 21in each
Width 20in each

Price $150
 
 

4 SMALL SETS#5#5
STAND'STAND'



Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

The New Life Wings

The Wild Garden 

2 SMALL SETS "ABOUT THE ARTIST"

Weight 9lb together
Height 18in each
Width 20in each

Price, Not for sale 
 

This hand made set tells
the story of how my
parents escaped a

communist
Czechoslovakia and

immigrated to Canada
with three children. We

had many angels around
us in many forms. 

 
 

Weight 9lb together
Height 18in each
Width 20in each

Price, Not for sale 
 

This hand made set tells
the story of my beautiful
and wild life as an artist,

a wife and a mother.
 
 

#6#6
STAND'STAND'



Weight 1lb together
Height 6in each
Width 6in each

Price $49
 

Scattered though out my exhibit will be my love blocks. These blocks come in a few different
colors and include glass angle wings, glass hearts, glass crosses and more. I like to use

shattered glass in my artwork because it represents brokenness made whole and beautiful.
 

Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Love Blocks

CREATIVLYCREATIVLY
SCATTEREDSCATTERED
ON STANDSON STANDS
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Angels Are Around Us
Suzie Hartford 

Weight TBA
Height TBA
Length TBA

 
My clients have been asking for smaller wings. I am creating a set that is 1ft and these will be

heavenly scattered throughout my exhibit. 
 

New work in my studio TBA soon 

Thank you for taking the time to look
through my exhibit

CREATIVLYCREATIVLY
SCATTEREDSCATTERED
ON STANDSON STANDS
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Thank you for booking my exhibit
into your calendar  
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